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Across
8 Part of Israeli
capital, where Ian
met a girl (6)
9 I cue Dane to
perform before it
(8)
10 Don't need to be
such an early bird
to get this one! (8)
11 Just where a
moment is said to
be (2,4)

28

20 In Rome, Dexter's
opposite was
strange (8)
23 Related females
surround one,
disrupting part of
play (6)
25 Old kingdom of the
Burnt Cakes? (6)
26 Timepiece
presented to Barker
for guarding things
on retirement (8)

12 Mystery boyish girl
unpicked (6)

27 Broad view seen by
a god or a Mum?
(8)

13 You have to
arrange to sign in a
badge (8)

28 Mountain butters?
(6)

14 Rough water left
and right around
fishing vessel (7)
16 Myself and the
Cockney girl at a
bend in the river (7)
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Down
1 Dusty embraces
being at home,
being a ladies' topdresser, (8)

2 Large headwear
sported by top
banana on the
Bench? (6)
3 Invent something to
see astronomical
object found in the
start of intergalactic
space (8)
4 Exclude girl from
pub - even though
she might work
there? (7)
5 Headless toy bears
cause flower
disturbances (6)
6 Dodecahedron Pentagon = ? (8)
7 Defraud 3.17
prawns (6)
15 Scots child's bed
nailed to the wall?
(8)
17 Physicist found in a
German beer-glass
- relatively
speaking! (8)

18 Ugly buildings such
as styes (8)
19 Tool for forcing
door of drinking
establishment
where a murder
may be seen (7)
21 Sounds like
appropriate
headgear for a Pole
(3,3)
22 One whose duty is
collecting Duty (6)
24 Can be heard again
and again and again
etc (6)

